ON THE STRUCTURE OF MANIFOLDS.* By S. SMALE.1
In this paper, we prove a number of theorems which give some insight into the structure of differentiable manifolds.
The methods, results and some notation of [13] , hereafter referred to as GPC, and [12] will be used. These two papers and [14] can be considered as a starting point for this one. The main theorems in these papers are special cases of the theorems here.
Among the most important theorems in this paper are 1. 1 and 6. 1.
Some conversations with A. Haefliger were helpful in the preparation of parts of this paper.
Everything will be considered from the differentable, equivalently C*, point of view; manifolds, imbeddings, and isotopes will be C*. Section 1. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for two closed simply connected manifolds of dimension greater than four to be diffeomorphic.
The condition is h-cobordant, first defined by Thom [16] for the combinatorial case, and developed by Milnor [9] , and Kervaire and Milnor [7] for the differentiable case (sometimes previously h-cobordant has been called J- It has been asked by Milnor whether h-cobordant manifolds in general are diffeomorphic, problem 5, [9] . Subsequently, Milnor himself has given a counter-example of 7-dimensional manifolds with fundamental group Z7, h-cobordant but not diffeomorphic [10] . Thus the condition of simple-connectedness is necessary in Theorem 1. 1. * Received July 18, 1961. 'The author is an Alfred P. Sloan Fellow. Haefliger [2] has extended the notion of h-cobordant to the relative case. Let V1, V2, M1, M2 be closed oriented, connected manifolds with Actually we obtain much stronger theorems which will imply 1. 4. The proof of 1. 4 is completed in Section 3.
It would not be surprising if the hypothesis of simple connectedness in these theorems could be weakened using torsion invariants (see [10] , for example). Theorem 1. 4 has application in the theory of knots except in codimension two.
Section 2. The main theorem we prove in this section is the following.
Here we use the notation of GPC. THEOREM 2. 1. Let Mn be a compact manifold with a simply connected boundary component Q. Let V1 X(M, Q; f; m) where f: ODom X Don-m -Q is an embedding, m > 2, n-rm > 3. Suppose W X(V, Qj; gi,9 * * * g9; m + 1) where Q, is the component of OV corresponding to Q and suppose that Hm(W5 M) is zero. Then W is of the form X(M, Q; g'1, * * *, g',-1; m + 1).
Note that an example of Mazur [8] shows that t is necessary here.
For the proof we use several lemmas. The followi'ng statements are made under the assumptions that corners are smoothed via "straightening the angle," Section 1 of GPC or better [9] .
where Dbm is ODrm+l minus the interior of an m-disk. Furthermore K nCl ( W-K) may be described as aDam X Don-m with DbOI X Drn9' attached by an embedding h: aDbm X Drn-m'-1 > ODam X Do0~" with the property that h (aDbm X 0) coincides with aDam X c for some point c C D0n-m.
In fact, h is the restriction of gr. This is the situation in the proof of 3. 3 of GPC, where it was shown that the resulting manifold was a disk. Thus Next let h be ho followed by the reflection map H+ -> H-,. so that h, h': D -*OW are naturally topologically isotopic. However h' is an angle on OD. By the familiar process of " straightening the angle " we modify h': Sm > aw n Q to an embedding h': sm -* oW n Q. Our construction makes it clear that h' and h are isotopic in OW, and that h' has the desired property of 2. 4.
We now prove 2. 1. Let F be as in 2. 2 and bi be the algebrais intersection number gi(aDm+1 X 0) o OF, i = ,r. We first note that the bi are relatively prime. This in fact follows from the homology hypothesis of the theorem.
The proof proceeds by induction on E: I bi I and is started by 2. 3 and 2. 2. Let X:p f-p [-2p + We will show inductively that by suitable modifications of f which also satisfy a), b) and c), we can assume Xp is a product M1 X I (or equivalently the modified f has no critical points of i#dex ? p).
First by 5. 1 of GPC, note that we may assume that the function f has no critical points of index 0. Next by the method in Section 7 of GPC, using the fact that w (M1) r (W) = 1, we can similarly assume that there are no critical points of f of index 1.
We are not quite yet in the dimension range where 2. 1 applies, but we apply 2. 5 to eliminate a critical point of f of index 2 if it occurs, as follows.
We have that X2 X(X1, Ql; fl, * ' *, fk; 2), X3 = X(X2, Q2; 1g, * * * , gr; 3) where Q = f-1 (1') Q -f-1 (2k). It follows from the homotopy hypothesis that each fi is contractible in Q1 sO that X2 is of the form X1 + H, H E 9 (n, k, 2) (following notation of GPC).
The g,'s induce a homomorphism G7 -> ir2 (Q2). Let We need a lemma. The proof of 4. 1 then goes as follows. We can first suppose that M is disjoint from the boundary of W. Now let T be a tubular neighborhood of M which is also disjoint from OW. Now apply 4.2 and 3.2 to Cl(W-T) with V of 3. 2 empty. This yields tht Cl (W -T) is diffeomorphic to OT X I and hence W is diffeomorphic to T. We have proved 4. 1. and was first proved in [14] except for n T 7. This theorem follows from 4. 1 by taking M to be a point.
THEOREM 5. 1. Suppose Cn is a compact contractible manifold with 7r, (OC) 1 and n > 5. Then C is diffeomorphic to the n-disk Dn.
For n = 5, if one knows in addition that AC is diffeomorphic to S4, then using the theorem of Milnor 05 0 and 1. 1, one obtains that C is diffeomorphic to D5.
The following is a weak unknotting theorem in the differentiable case.
Haefliger [2] has given an imbedding (differentiable) of S3 in S6 which does not bound an imbedded D4. On the other hand we have: Onle can also prove some recent theorems of M. Hirsch [5] , replacing his combinatorial arguments by application of the above theorems. One actually obtains such a function with the additional property that at a critical point its value is the index.
6. 2. We make more explicit the conclusion of 6. We start the proof of 6.1 with the following lemma. with g (DkI) transversal to OXk-1 along g (aDk), for example following Wall [17] , proof of Theorem 1.
In the extreme case n= 21, the images of gr generically intersect each other in isolated points. These points can be removed by pushing them along arcs past the boundaries. Still following [17] , the g, can be extended to tubular neighborhoods, g*: (Dlk ODk) X Dn-k -(Cl (M -Xk-1) n axk-1)X Then we take Xk to be X (Xk; g'1, * *,g'p; le) where g'j: ODk X Dn-k -> ODk1 is the restriction of g,. It is not difficult to check that Xk has the The previous results of this section may be extended to manifolds with boundary.
